We present a traveling-wave-type optical parametric amplifier (OPA) pumped at 1.03 µm by a Yb:KGW laser, that produces tunable high-energy pulses of 6.5 to 4 µJ in the midinfrared (mid-IR) from 3.6 to 7 µm. Pumping with negatively chirped pulses generates nearly transform-limited (TL) mid-IR pulses of 300-330 fs length. Pumping with TL pulses of 200 fs decreases the output energy by a factor of 1.5, but also decreases the mid-IR pulse-length to 160 fs after additional compression. The new and simple OPA set-up is ideal for femtosecond infrared experiments in the fingerprint region.
1.Experimental set-up
The scheme of the OPA is depicted in Fig.1 . The set-up is based on a commercial Yb:KGW laser (Pharos, Light Conversion Ltd.) providing about 1000 µJ pulse energy at a pulse duration of 200 fs and at repetition rate of 2 kHz. We used 400 µJ pulses to pump the OPA. A white-light continuum generated from 3 µJ pulses in a 2-mm sapphire window seeds a 5-mm-thick, type II β-barium borate (BBO) in the first amplification stage of the OPA. This amplification stage is pumped by 40-50 µJ pulses of a second harmonic (SH) at 515 nm, generated from the fundamental in a 1-mm BBO-crystal. We use BBO-crystal to gain the seed because it has weaker self-phase modulation and group-velocity dispersion effects, in comparison with AGS. The amplified seed in the spectral range 1.15 -1.46 µm is further amplified by a second amplification stage in a 2-mm-thick, type II AGS crystal. This crystal is pumped by about 27 µJ pulses at 1.03 µm tightly focused by a f=50 cm lens. In this step we generate additionally an idler wave in the spectral range of 3.5 -9 µm. The seed pulses are reflected by a concave mirror with radius R=20 cm back to the crystal and the second pass in AGS is pumped by 260 µJ pulses at 1.03 µm. Adjusting the beam waist with a 1:2 telescope, we obtain nearly collimated pump beams with a diameter of about 1 mm and a peak intensity of I 0 =90-170 GW/cm 2 depending on the laser regime (stretched or transform-limited pump pulses).
The restriction on the conversion efficiency in an OPA with very different signal and idler wavelengths as, for example, in the case of 1.03 µm  1.33 µm + 4.6 µm, is mostly due to the group velocity mismatch (GVM) and group velocity dispersion (GVD) [7] [8] [9] . The GVM in the above example in AGS, type II is about -100 fs/mm between pump and signal and -450 fs/mm between pump and idler pulses [10] . It is well known that, to approach transformlimited pulse-width in an OPG, signal and idler pulses must walk in opposite directions with respect to the pump [11] . It was shown that if signal and idler pulse walk in opposite directions, the time-bandwidth product remains close to the transform-limited value, but it increases if they begin to walk in the same direction. In the latter case the output efficiency drops, but the spectral width increases [12] .
We have used two approaches depending on the OPA's applications: negative chirped and transform-limited pump pulses.
Chirped pump pulse
The first approach is aimed to achieve maximum output energy. optimized for maximum OPA energy-output at 4.6 µm. The gain in output energy by using chirped pump pulses reaches a factor of 1.5 -2 for pump-pulse-lengths of about 400-415 fs.
We have determined that the optimized pump-pulses have negative chirp by measuring ACFs after passing through two ZnSe wedges having positive GVD=700 fs 2 /mm at 1.03 µm. As a result the effective dispersion of the chirped pump of about -26000 fs 2 is estimated assuming that a linear chirp was imposed on the pump pulse.
The ACF of the generated IR pulses at 4.6 µm is shown in the Fig.2(c) . The observed oscillations are due to contribution by the interference in the nonlinear SH-crystal. The spectral width (FWHM) of the idler pulse in the range 3.5 -8 µm varies from Δν =45 cm -1 to 55 cm -1 . It depends on non-collinear phase-matching conditions, as well as on group velocity matching. The detailed study at 4.6 µm shows that the time-bandwidth product differs less than 10 % from the transform-limited value assuming Gaussian pulse shape, as, for example, for the measured τ = 330 fs (the ACF is shown in Fig. 2(c) ) and Δν = 46 cm -1 . We should stress the result that negatively chirped pulses with rather high effective dispersion enable generation high-energy practically transform-limited IR pulses without additional compression. The negative chirp improves group velocity matching between pump and signal seed pulses, both of which have positive GVD of the magnitude of hundreds fs 2 /mm [9] , and also works like a precompensation of overall GVD in the OPA system.
In Fig. 3 , the tuning range of OPA with chirped pump pulses is displayed. We obtained output energies ≥ 1 µJ for mid-IR idler pulses in the spectral range from 3.5 µm to 8.3 µm, output energies ≥ 4 µJ in the spectral range from 3.6 µm to 7 µm, and maximum output energies of about 6.5 µJ at 4.5-5 µm. Despite the flow of dry air through our OPA-box the drop of the output energy in the range of water and CO 2 absorption, especially in the range of 3 µm can be seen. Comparing the output energies and tuning range with substantially more complex systems based on commercial Ti:Sapphire lasers and OPAs, [5] we achieved similar or even higher output energies.
We have also realized a reduced scheme of OPA with only one amplification pass through the AGS crystal. In this OPA scheme the amplification stage with Delay2 is missing (cp. Fig.1 ). Such a reduced OPA has the advantage of simple alignment and tuning. The output energy of the reduced OPA, is about 2.4 times lower with 1.6 times lower pump energy. Thus, it exhibits a reduction in efficiency of about 1.5.
Transform-limited pump pulse
To generate shorter IR pulses of broader spectral width, we pumped the OPA with the shortest pulse possible in our set-up. As seen in Fig. 2(a) , the original pulse-width of the commercial Pharos laser is about 200 fs.
To analyze this regime, we have measured the changes in the parameters of the pump pulse focused to 170 GW/cm 2 after passing through a 2-mm AGS crystal in the last stage of the OPA. The pump pulse was broadened from 200 to 325 fs. The estimated GVD of 630 fs 2 /mm is not big enough to explain this broadening. We propose self-phase-modulation as the origin for the additional pulse-broadening. One should note that spectral changes in this case are not so pronounced as changes in ACF-width.
Using TL pump pulses we achieved 4.3 µJ IR pulse energies, about 1.5 times lower than using chirped pump pulses. However, with TL pump pulses a spectral width of 110 cm -1 at 4.6 μm was observed, which represents a twofold increase of bandwidth compared to chirped pump pulses. As the IR output pulses are not transform-limited, we used a passive pulse-shaper consisting of two sapphire wedges movable relative to each other to compress the IR pulses [13] . In Fig. 4 , we presented ACF of generated IR-pulses at 4.6 µm (a), of compressed pulses with additional 5 mm optical path in sapphire wedges (b), and the best ACF (c) obtained after 10 mm optical path in sapphire wedges.
Using the passive pulse-shaper the initial infrared pulse-width of 314 fs was compressed to a minimum value of 160 fs. We have fitted the change of pulse-parameters upon compression. The compression of the pulse is well described by a complex Gaussian field-envelope [ ( ) ] using a positive linear chirp of α = -0.000047 fs -2 and a calculated GVD of 1500 fs 2 /mm in sapphire. Here, τ is the pulse-width and α is a measure of linear chirp. The initial effective dispersion in this case is about 13500 fs 2 .
We should note that the infrared output pulse has positive chirp, despite negative GVD of -80 fs 2 /mm in AGS at 4.6 µm [9] . The reason is that the seed pulses at 1.33 µm, as well as the pump pulses have a few times higher positive GVD finally resulting in a positive chirp in the idler wave. We managed to compensate this chirp by a home-built passive pulse-shaper with sapphire wedges showing negative GVD. Thus, we received transform-limited IR pulses of 160 fs pulse length and about 3.2 μJ at 4.6 μm.
Conclusions.
We have demonstrated an OPA pumped with 400 µJ pulse energy capable of generating high energy femtosecond pulses in the range from 3.5 to 9 µm without difference frequency generation. We achieved maximal output energies higher than 6 μJ around 5 μm.
The pump pulses at 1.03 μm were either negatively chirped or transform-limited.
Negative chirp of the pump pulses increases the output energy by a factor of 1.5 -2 and enables to generate nearly transform-limited pulses with 280-330 fs pulse length (FWHM).
Pumping with transform-limited pulses generates positively chirped IR pulses of 110 cm -1 spectral width, which were compressed to 160 fs using a home-built tunable passive pulse-shaper with a material of negative GVD. For both pump pulses regimes the power of the infrared output pulses were nearly identical upon using the passive pulse-shaper.
Here, we present a new and simple IR OPA set-up without difference frequency generation optimally suited for femtosecond infrared experiments in the fingerprint region. 
